A new visually evoked cerebral blood flow response analysis using a low-frequency estimation.
Transcranial Doppler (TCD) has been widely used to monitor cerebral blood flow velocity (BFV) during the performance of cognitive tasks compared with repose periods. Although one of its main advantages is its high temporal resolution, only some of the previous functional TCD studies have focused on the analysis of the temporal evolution of the BFV signal and none of them has performed a spectral analysis of the signal. In this study, maximum BFV data in both posterior cerebral arteries was monitored during a visual perception task (10 cycles of alternating darkness and illumination) for 23 subjects. A peak was located in the low-frequency band of the spectrum of the maximum BFV of each subject both during visual stimulation and repose periods. The frequency of this peak was in the range between 0.037 and 0.098Hz, depending on the subject, the vessel and the experimental condition. The component of the signal at this frequency, which is associated with the slow variations caused by the visual stimuli, was estimated. That way, the variations in BFV caused by the experimental stimuli were isolated from the variations caused by other factors. This low-frequency estimation signal was used to obtain parameters about the temporal evolution and the magnitude variations of the BFV in a reliable way, thus, characterizing the neurovascular coupling of the participants.